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Theory of plasma oscillation developed by Bohm and Pines is extended to involve the coupling 
between longitudinal and transverse oscillations. The coupling arises from the quantum fluctuation of 
electrons interacting with electromagnetic field. The coupling energy is found to be 'likv approximately, 
where 'lik represents the recoil momentum of an electron due to the absorption (emission) of a longi· 
tudinal quantum with wave number k and v the velocity of the electron. This coupling may account 
for the solar outburst of radio waves, if the plasma oscillation is excited in a stream of electrons 
injected into corona with high velocity. 

§ I. Introduction 

It is well known that an electron gas of high density undergoes an organized oscilla

tion. This oscillation, the so-called plasma oscillation, results from the effects of the long· 

range correlation of electron positions brought about by Coulomb interactions. In a metal, 

for instance, the energy of a quantum of the plasma oscillation is so high that this will 

not be excited at ordinary temperatures. However, it may be highly excited in the solar 

atmosphere due to a strong disturbance. It has been suggested that the plasma oscillation 

excited in the outer layers of solar atmosphere is responsible for the observed outburst of 

radio waves received &om the sun. Several authors1l have been concerned with this problem 

and explained the growth of the plasma oscillation &om various points of view. However, 

no satisfactory explanation has been given of the radiation of electromagnetic waves. A 

difficulty lies in the problem of how the energy of plasma oscillations can be converted 

into the radiation, since such oscillations are irrotational and therefore do not radiate 

electromagnetic waves directly. In the present paper we would like to point out that the 

plasma oscillation, the collective oscillation of an electron. gas as a whole, couples with the 

electromagnetic field through the agency of individual electrons. 

The collective or medium-like behavior of the plasma has extensively been discussed 

by Bohm and his collaborators2l. They were able to show the origin of organized motion 

of the electron gas, expressed by longitudinal waves like sound waves. They also considered 
the transverse oscillation that is nothing but an electromagnetic wave modified by the 

field arising &om collective response of a large number of electrons. However, the coupling 

between these two modes, the longitudinal and transverse oscillations, has thus far been 

overlooked. It is the purpose of the present paper to derive this coupling and to see if 

this can play a role in the outburst of solar radiations. 
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194 S. Hayakawa and N. Hokkyo 

In the way of derivation we use the technique of quantum electrodynamics. The 
plasma oscillations can effectively be redescribed in terms of longitudinal photon variables, 
since there is a close parallelism between the behavior of the density fluctuation of the 
electron gas and the longitudinal field variables. The field variable oscillates with a frequency 
equal to that of the plasma oscillation. The electromagnetic waves· in the electron gas are 
described in terms of transverse oscillator and the plasma waves of longitudinal oscillators, 
as if they would consist of lonoitudinal photons. With these collective oscillations are 
associated quanta which we call collectons, for short. These collectons interact with one 
another through the intermediary of electrons, since successive collecton processes (emission 
and absorption of collectons are mutually correlated owing to the recoil of electrons. In 
other words, for example, the absorption of a longitudinal collecton by an electron gives rise 
to the recoil·of the electron. The uncertainty (fluctuation) in the motion of the electron due 
to the virtual absorption (emission) of longitudinal collectons already present produces, in turn, 
an uncertainty in the transverse field which the electron radiates, that is, an extra radiation. 

The coupling energy for this process can be estimated as follows. Since the coupling 
of longitudinal waves with an electron is proportional to the momentum of the latter, the 
coupling with recoil is proportional to "hk, where k is the wave number of the longitudinal 
collecton absorbed. The coupling of the electron with a transverse collecton is proportional 
to the velocity of the former, v. Consequently, the coupling energy becomes "hkv with a 
dimensionless factor which will be found to be of the order of unity. The fact that fj 

appears indicates the importance of quantum fluctuation of electrons. If electrons were 
treated classically, the amplitude, for instance, for absorption of a longitudinal collecton and 
subsequent emission of transverse one would be cancelled by the amplitude for emission of 
the transverse collecton and the subsequent absorption of longitudinal one, because energy 
denominators for two processes appear with opposite signs. 

Our way of derivation is close to that in the third paper of Bohm and Pines2l. 

Their method is recapitulated in Appendix, except that longitudinal and transverse components 
are treated on the same footing. Then the coupling between longitudinal and transverse 
collectons is derived by means of the canonical transformation in the same way as Bohm 
and Pines. The result is summarized in § 2 in connection with the radio emission from 
plasma oscillations. Application of our result to the solar outburst is discussed in § 3. 

§ 2 Outline of the radiation mechanism 

The detailed theory of deriving the interaction between longitudinal and transverse 
waves is worked out in Appendix. The interaction Hamiltonian neccessary for us is given 
in (A· 25a). For our practical purpose, the angular frequencies of longitudinal and trans
verse waves, w1 (k) and wt (k), are only slightly larger than the plasma frequency wP which 
is of the order of 108 sec-1• Hence the wave number of these waves, k, is of the order 
of wv/ c, so that the recoil momentum of an electron, "hk, is negligible compared with the 
momentum of an electron, Pi. Therefore, we can safely neglect the recoil terms in the 
denominators of (A·25a). Terms like k·v0 where vi=P;jm is the velocity of the i-th 
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Elt>ctromagnetic Radiation from Electron Plasma 195 

electron, are also negligible compared with ltJ1 and ltJ, as we are interested in the velocity 

of one hundredth of the light velocity at most. Hence we can also neglect such terms 

that express the doppler effect. Thus we obtain the interaction Hamiltonian as 

where Ek..,.(p.=l, 2) are the polarization vectors of transverse waves. 

The summation over the velocities of electrons in ( 1) vanishes, as far as the motion 

of electrons is random. If a group of electrons with density p have essentially the same 

velocity v, however, there arises a considerable contribution from the summation. This 

happens when a stream of ionized gas is injected in another ionized gas, say corona. 

The physical reason for this may be understood as follows. In the coordinate system in 

which the stream is at rest, the electrons in the corona have a common velocity component 

V 8 that is equal, but of opposite direction to the velocity of the stream. These coronal 

electrons are scattered by the crest or trough of the electric potential caused by the plasma 

oscillation excited in the wave front of the stream. Thereby the electrons pick up a 

momentum hk with slight deflection and make their way by a distance, l, from the front 

with velocity v., until they suffer collisions with individual electrons in the stream. The 

layer of thickness l forms a shock front, in which the electrons can radiate electromagnetic 

waves due to the interaction with plasma waves. 

In the new coordinate system we observe that the group velocity, &(1)1 (k) j&k, of plasma 

waves in the stream becomes small. This means that the electrons in the stream carry 
disturbances barely from one region of the stream to another. Hence excitations remain 

nearly lo:alized near the front. In the original coordinate system this will appear as a 

shock front of thickness l traveling upward through the corona. 

The magnitude of l may be estimated as substantially equal to the meart free path 

for electron-electron collisions, l = ( nd2 N.) -t, where N. is the density of electrons in the 

stream and d is the Rutherford radius given by d=l/2mv2• If the stream has a cross 

section in which its physical conditions ~re isolated from the surroundings, IX (cross sec

tion) is the effective volume in which the conversion process ti.~es place. 

With the above considerations we can put 

(2) 

where N;, is the density of electrons in the corona. On account of that the plasma frequency 

in, the colliding medium is given by 

where N is the density of electrons in the medium consisting of the stream and the corona, 

the substitution of (2) and (3) into (1) gives us 

(4) 
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196 S. Hayakawa and N. Hokkyo 

Now one can see that the electromagnetic waves radiated are linearly polarized. However, 

the polarization could not be observed because the Faraday effect due to magnetic field 

would destroy the polarization. 

As we are concerned with the 

ltJ1 and (1)1 are approximated by (I)P. 

order of magnitude of the conversion probability, both 

Then ( 4) is reduced to 

(5) 

This is what we have expected in § 1 on the basis of a qualitative consideration. The 

probability per unit time and volume of converting longitudinal collectons into transverse 

ones is obtained from ( 5) as 

(6) 

where n~ means the number of longitudinal quanta excited per oscillator with wave number k. 

§ 3. Application to the solar outburst 

We shall now apply the above result to the interpretation of the solar outburst of 

radio waves. The transverse waves generated as described in § 2 will escape into free space 

as radio waves, since the plasma density decreases as one leaves the atmosphere of the sun. 

We have, therefore, only to ask how much energy is converted into transverse waves by 

the mechanism described in § 2. 

The energy of transverse waves radiated per unit volume is given by 'hltJ1w, where w 

is given by ( 6). The effective volume in which the radiation takes place can be obtained, 

if the thickness of the shock front, l, and the cross . section of streams are known. The 

latter may be assumed as equal to the area of active sun spots that is the fraction, f, of 

the surface area of the sun, f 41r R~ where Rs is the radius of the sun. The intensity 

received on the ground surface of the earth is obtained by dividing the radiated intensity 

at the sun by 41r R~-E• where Rs-E is the distance between the sun and the earth. Thus 
the power received per frequency band is obtained as 

dP/d(l)~.=d {btl!,wfl (Rs/ Rs-E) 2 } /d(l),=2 (N;,2j31rN2) (v/c) 2'h(l),kyt (Rs/ Rs-FYn1 • (7) 

For the density of electrons, N. ('"" N,) ~ 1 08 em - 3, and the velocity of electrons, 
v.~ 108 em sec-\ 

l= (1rd2N.) - 1= (2mv;jt!) /1rN.~107cm. 

The fractional area of active sun spots may be of the order of 10-3• The density of 

whole electrons, N, seems to be about twice of N., so that (I)P~6 X 108 sec-1• Since (1)1 

is nearly equal to (I)P' k::::.2 X 10-2 cm-1• 

Substituting these figures into (7), we have 

dP/d(l)e"'10~33 ni watt m-2cps-1• (8) 

This is compared with the observed power, '"'-1 o-19 watt m -2~ps-1• Thus we have nz.--...1 014 

or the equivalent temperature 
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Electromagnetic Radiation from Electron Plasma 197 

(9) 

where JC is the Boltzmann constant. 

That this is not unreasonably high may be seen in the following manner. In the 

coordinate system in which the stream is at rest, although the major part of the coronal 

electrons move past at the velocity of the stream, some ones will, for instance, stay at rest, 

and' others will travel at lower velocities. Hence some electrons will be trapped by one 

of the troughs of the electric potential resulting from plasma waves already excited in 

the stream, while others go over the crest and move across the potential wave. A con

siderable amount of the kinetic energy of the trapped particles will be exhausted to further 

excite the plasma oscillation, oscillating back and forth many times inside the trough, 

until individual collisions throw them out of the trapped region. As the plasma waves 

are excited higher in the stream and larger electric potential is built up near the front, 

the electrons of higher velocities (in the moving system) will come to be trapped. The 

energy of plasma oscillations thus increases until equipartition of energy is accomplished 

between excitations and electrons. The maximum amount of available energy that can be 

derived from the kinetic energy of the coronal electrons which enter the space occupied by 

the stream is given by 

( 4rr /3) hlv1,n!nax (k.v/2rr) 3 = (1/2) N,mv;, 

where 1/k.v is the Debye length. Since k.v'""'-1 in our case, we have n!nax--1018, larger 

than required in ( 8) . 
The observed higher harmonics of the outburst is to be implied in the spectrum of 

n~. Our theory, however, cannot answer the spectrum of radio waves, but merely tells one 

the conversion of the plasma energy into the electromagnetic energy. 

Our theory may be applied to other phenomena, such as the scattering of two beams 

of radio waves. Such problems will be discussed in later occasions. 

We express our thanks to Messers Kawabata and Takakura for their helpful comments 

on our work. 

Appendix. Derivation of interactions between electron 
plasma and electromagnetic waves 

The Hamiltonian for ·a set of N non-relativistic electrons interacting with electromagnetic 

field is written as 

(A·1) 

where x, and P, are the position and the momentum of the i-th electron, respectively, 

and A the electromagnetic potential. The Hamiltonian for electromagnetic field, If.t, con

sists of the transverse ( j_) and the longitudinal ( II ) parts as 

H,= 1_ I (Ei + H 2) dx + r1_ r E,~,dx, 
BJa.oJ uuJ (A·2) 
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198 S. Hayakawa and N. Hokkyo 

where E and H are the electric and magnetic field strengths. As we adopt such a gauge 
that electrostatic potential is set equal to zero, the subsidiary condition acting on the state 
vector for the whole system cp, is given by 

.!!cp=O, 

N 

with !J=div E(x) -4ne ::B a(x-x;). (A·3) 
i=: 

Now we split H into three parts : 

(A·4) 

where 

14= (1/2m) · ::B p~ 
• 

lit= (e/mc):B(P,A(x;) +A(x,)P,) (A-4c) 
i 

and 

(A·4d) 

Here wP is the so-called plasma frequency defined by 

(A·S) 

where N is the density of electrons and the volume of a cube in which our system is 
enclosed, V, is taken as unity. Three terms in Ho represent a set of free electrons, the 
electromagnetic wave in a medium and the longitudinal plasma wave respectively. 

In extracting the medium-like behavior from this system, only the Fourier components 
of long wave lengths are taken into consideration. As we are mainly interested in this part, 
the field quantities, A, E and H are understood by such that contain longitudinal waves 
of wave lengths longer than the Debye length, i. n• which is of the order of distance traveled 
during the period of an plasma oscillation by an electron moving with the mean thermal 
speed, (P/m)A.v/wP and that contain transverse waves of wave lengths longer than i.c=cfww 
Namely, 

(A·6) 

where Ek and Ek~~o are the unit vectors parallel and perpendicular to the wave number 
vector k, respectively. qk and qk~~o are the coordinates of the longitudinal and the transverse 
waves, respectively. The canonical momenta conjugate to them are given by 

(A·7) 
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Electromagnetic Radiation from Electron Plasma 199 

In terms of these canonical variables an assembly of harmonic oscillators can be 

obtained as 

(A·8) 

Hereafter the restrictions k<kp, k., where kp=1/J.D and k.=1/J.., are always assumed, if 

not special! y mentioned. The first part of the right hand side represents a set of longitudinal 

oscillators and the second part transverse oscillators, with angular frequencies 

(A·9) 

respectively. 

Next, Ll defined by (A· 4d) is written as 

Ll = (2rrljm) [ ~ E,.E1qt!J1ei<k+llx, + ~ E~ciLE1.q~c .... q1.e1<k+llxi] • (A· 10) 
"' i,Jl.,\1 

bfo-l k"e-l 

The restr1ct10n, k, l < kp, kc, allows us to use the random phase approximation which makes 

Ll vanish, because Ll tends to average out to zero. 

Now, let us introduce, in the usual way, the annihilation and creation operators by 

a"= (wz/2f"J) 112 (q~c-iwi1P-k), a%=- (wtf21"J) 112 (q-lc+iwi1P~c), 

for longitudinal oscillators and 

b"IL = (wtf21"J) 112 (q~c!L + iw;1p-k!L), b%1L = (aJtf21"J) 112 (q"IL -iwl'1P-k!L) 

for transverse oscillators. They satisfy the commut~tion relations 

(A·lla) 

(A·llb) 

(A·12) 

all other commutators vanishing. Unspecified frequencies ltJ1 and We are those of longitudinal 

and transverse oscillators, respectively, which will be determined in what follows. 

By use of (A·ll) Ho~c is now separated into two parts: 

H,~. =Hose+ W. (A·13) 

Hose represents sets of longitudinal and transverse oscillators, which we call collectons, with 

proper frequencies w1 (k) and ltJe (k) of disperse character, respectively: 

(A·14) 

W is an unwanted term and will be eliminated owing to the dispersion relations ; other· 

wtse this would give rise to unharmonicity : 

(A·15) 
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200 S. Hayakawa and N. Hokkyo 

Beside the above two parts, the Hamiltonian contains an interaction Hamiltonian 

Hz= (e/m) f,i(2nli/co1) 112{c,,( P 1- 0:) a,.,e"k"'i+e-ik'X•atc"(Pi- 0:)} 

(A·16) 

In the transverse part of Hz the order of factors is unimportant, because E"IL · P 1 commutes 

with k · x, due to the transversality condition. In the longitudinal part, on the contrary, 

the order of factors is essential, since E" · P, does not commute with k ·xi. This gives 

rise to terms containing 'bk which brings about the coupling of the zero-point motion of 

electrons with longitudinal collectons even at zero temperature, whereas the transverse 

collectons couple with electrons only at finite temperatures. 

The wave function of our system in the interaction representation with unperturbed 

Hamiltonian h,.+ 2:;P;j2m satisfies the wave equation 

iliocf;(t)/ot= (H1 (t) +W(t))cf;(t), 

where 

and 

-ik(x•+p't) * iwzt (P 'bk)} ( e )""'(27rii)1/2 + e m a"e E" ,-- + - LJ - X 
2 m ltle 

W(t) = 2:;li(4tt1z) - 1 (w;-wD (aka% +a%ak-aka-ke -i(wz (k)+wz ( -k))t

-a% a~ki(wz (k)+wz(-k))t) + 2:;li (4lo1) -1 (lo~+IP-w;) X 

(A·17) 

(A·18a) 

(A·18b) 

X (b b* +b* b +b b e-i(we(k)+we(-k))t+b* b* i(w1 (k)+w 1 (-k))t) 
k!L ktt- ktt- k!L kiJ. -k!L k!L -ktt-e , 

x and P standing for x(O) and P(O) respectively. 

Now, following Bohm and Pines, we pass to the representation in which the bare 

electron carries its accompanying cloud of virtual collectons by redefining the wave function 

by the relation 

(A·19) 

The wave equation for cf;' now becomes 

(A·20) 

retaining only quadratic terms in the field variables in the right hand side. In the 
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Electromagnetic Radiation from Electron Plasma 201 

commutator [HI> SJ=f~JH1 (b'), H1 (0)]dt1 are involved terms describing the interaction 

of the electrons through the agency of virtual collectons, including the self.action of in
dividual electrons. They are written in the approximation of small velocities of electrons 
or small ((kP~.jmw) 2)Av as 

and 

_ znl~ (Ek·P,) (Ek-Pi) ik(x,-xj) 

m2 ikJ (l)~+k2(p2jm2)Av 
(A·21a) 

(A·21b) 

(A·21c) 

where m* is the effective mass of the electon with its associated cloud of longitudinal 
collectons, i.e., quanta of collective oscillations. 

A simple identity concerning the exponential function of operators enables us to easily 
evaluate the commutator, [ Hb SJ. Let A and B be any two operators whose commutator 
commutes with either of them. Then exp (A+ B) =exp (-![A, B]) exp A exp B. Applying 
this, one has, for example, 

_ ·{ (P-"hk/2) 2 

- -I ( w- kP j m +-"h-'-k2 /_2_m_) 

. fj (I) { 
2 

=tm (w-kP/m) 2 - ("hP/2m) 2 

In this way we have 

i_ [o [H1 (t) H1 (0) ]dt -(A· 21)- (A· 25)- (terms which are quadratic in field 
zfjJ-oo 

variables multiplied by a phase factor with nonvanishing argument) 

=2:;(!!__){~4ne2 _ wi w~} 
k 4w1 i m (w1-kP;jm) 2 - ("hk2/2m) 2 

X (a"a%+a%ak-aka-k-a%a~k) (A·22l) 
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202 S. Hayakawa and N. Hokkyo 

+ ~( fj ){~41!'1 cc"Y- ·P.) 2k2/m2 
} 

k,y. 4w1 • m (w1-kP;,/m) 2 - (bk2/2m) 2 

X (b~cy.bty. +bf..bhy. +bt·y.b-~cy. +bty.b!y."). (A·22t) 

Combining this with Win (A·18b), we obtain the dispersion relation: 

41!'1~ 1 1=0, 
m i (w1-kPi/m) 2 - ('b!C/2m) 2 

(A·23l) 

2 + Ju2 2+41!'1" (c,y. · P,) 2/C /m2 
Wp c K. - w1 -L..J 

m i,y.(w1-k·Pi/m) 2 - (blC/2m) 2 
and 0. (A·23t) 

The new subsidiary condition which now acts to reduce the long wave density fluctua

tion of the electron gas reads *l 

exp(iS/b) !d exp (-iS/b)¢' 

2 

= ~ 2j We exp (ikx;,) ¢' = 0, 
i k<kn wi- (k·PJm-'b!C/2m) 2 

(A·24) 

where use has been made of the dispersion relation (A· 23). 

The remainder of the terms in [ Hb S] are : 

(A·25a) 

+ ~c "b )41!'1 ~{ lut (E~ck) (E~cy.P.) /m 
kY- 4 (lu1w1) 112 m i (lu1- kP;./m) 2 - (b/C /2m) 2 

w1 (E~ck) (E" .. P;,)/m } X 
(lu1+kPi/m) 2- ('b!C/2m) 2 

X ( aJ -ky. + a!b!~c~~o) . (A·25b) 

(A· 25) describes the coupling between the longitudinal and transverse collectons through 

the intermediary of electrons, as exhibited, for instance, in such processes as the absorption 

of a quantum of plasma oscillation initially present in the plasma by an electron and the 

subsequent emission of a transverse quantum, and as the annihilation of a pair of transverse 

and longitudinal collectons, the energy thereby liberated becoming the kinetic energy of 
the electron. 
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